















At a time when planning practice is char-
acterized by creative resolutions to problems
aggravated by budget cuts, Carolina planning
offers its readers a look at some of the issues
planners and policy-makers must deal with. The
staff of Carolina planning is in the process of
tabulating the results of our recently conducted
reader survey, and we are finding interesting
and pleasing results. Respondents are commenting
on the value of a regional publication to inform
and alert them to new ideas in the field.
tackle their problem. A look at the problem
from two different perspectives is offered in
our forum section.
Other articles include a piece by M. Shea
Hollifield on condominium conversions and what
their effect might be on North Carolina cities.
Paul Luebke summarizes the East-West Expressway
battle in Durham, North Carolina. And Robert
Yow describes Fayettevi 1 le ' s solution to adult
entertainment businesses.
We are finding that our readers look to
Carolina planning to inform them of practical
planning considerations and new ideas worthy of
our attention, cp also serves as a communication
tool for planners in the southeast.
As we begin our seventh year of publication,
Carolina planning strives to offer its readers
a summary of some of the new issues planners
must be concerned with. This issue takes a look
at one of the most pressing concerns facing us:
hazardous waste management. Terrence Pierson
reviews North Carolina legislation regarding the
transport, storage and disposal of hazardous
wastes and suggests how North Carolina might
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Carolina planning welcomes submissions from
our readers. Article-length manuscripts should
be typed with a maximum of twenty double-spaced
pages. Carolina forum pieces, on interesting
activities or planning issues, should be a max-
imum of seven pages. Letters to the Editor will
vary accordingly.
Subscriptions to Carolina planning are
available at an annual rate of $7.00 ($8.50
outside North America), or $13-00 for two years
($14.50 outside North America). Please be sure
to give us your new address should you move.
Address all manuscripts and letters to the
Editor, and all subscriptions and back issue-
requests to the Circulation Manager, Carolina





2 Carolina forum: Two Views on North Carolina's Dan Stroh
Waste Management Dilemma
Barking Up The Right Tree? Mary Bosch
M Letters
16 State and Local Hazardous Waste Management— A Framework for Terrence K. Pierson
Action?
North Carolina is the first Southeastev^state to receive interim
authorization from EPA to manage the States hazardous waste program. The
author examines North Carolina' s struggle\&>neet the demands of a variety
of public interests. N.
26 Cash, Condos, and Crisis: What about North Carolina? M. Shea Hollifield
North Carolina has yet to feel the impacts of the condominium conversion
craze. The author reviews national trends and discusses the implications
of conversions for North Carolina.
33 Adult Entertainment Zoning: A Case Study Robert B. Yow
With examples set by the cities of Boston and Detroit, Fayetteville, North
Carolina is trying to control its rsdlight district through zoning after
more traditional methods have failed.
42 Neighborhood Groups vs. Business Developers in Durham: Express- Paul Luebke
way Politics in the Scarce Energy Age
The author takes a look at the efforts of a small neighborhood in Durham,
North Carolina to save itself from a proposed expressway extension. A
coalition of environmentalists and neighborhood activists have been battling
the City of Durham for nearly twenty years and their efforts may pay off.
49 Book Review Nancy Leigh-Preston
